or there is a conic S such that a 1 '' *' ,a n'^1 ' *' * ,l3 n e ® '
iii) p ^L (a^ bi+1 ) L^ ai+1 )J e C for i = 1,...,n-1.
*^H.S.M.Coxeter, Projective Geometry, University of Toronto Press, 1974. 
whence, by the induction assumption p^L^ bj) Libj^ a^)) e C for 1 < i < j < k.
-204 - Another idea of proof, involving inversions, for <2k+2) -angle inscribed in a circle was given by D.Fog.
The paper was presented at the Seminar on Foundation of Geometry conducted by the late Professor W.Szmielew. We owe valuable remarks and consultation to her, which were of great help in settling the final form of this paper. 
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